Top 25 KPIs that
law firms don’t
measure
(but should)

“
In God we trust,
all others
bring data
W. Edwards Deming

What is a KPI?
A KPI is a Key Performance Indicator
KPIs are used to evaluate the success of an activity
Achievement of Operational Goals
Progress towards Strategic Objectives
Progress and Outcomes of Change Projects

Selection of the right KPIs relies on understanding what is important to
the organisation
Well designed KPIs can aid decision making by reducing the complex
nature of business performance to a few understandable metrics

The Problem
with Typical
Law Firm KPIs

Most law firms, if asked about their KPIs would answer in terms of
Billing, Billable hours, Debtors, and File Openings.
Whilst these may help measure progress towards certain financial
goals, they cannot be claimed to cover all of the business
objectives for most law firms.
Most law firm KPIs:
Are not fully aligned with the firm’s objectives
Focus on what’s easy to measure, rather than what needs measuring
Are backwards looking

Based on 30 years working with law firms and 10 years
helping law firms produce better quality management
information, we have compiled a list of the top 25
KPIs that add genuine value and insight into law firm
performance, but are not commonly used.
All KPIs listed here are in use at one or more law
firms that Katchr works with. The list is presented to
provoke thought and debate about what are the most
appropriate KPIs for your law firm.

The List

The KPIs in this list have been divided into 5 sections,
covering the 5 key areas of business performance:
1
Know
your
clients

2
Measure your
New Business
Success

3
Know
your
Numbers

4
Understand
your
Processes

5
Get the most
from your
people

Sources of data

How to use this list

PCMS = Practice/Case Management system – typically the repository
for all case-related finance and status data

The list is designed to make you aware of metrics others are
measuring but you may not be

CRM = Customer Relationship Management software – typically the
repository for all marketing activity data relating to leads, prospects and
opportunities

Only use those that are aligned with your firm’s business objectives

All law firms need a management information system. That may be
a clever person with Microsoft Excel, or it may be a full Business
Intelligence software solution

Appropriate KPIs should be monitored per individual

Most KPIs should be monitored per team and for the firm overall

Appropriate KPIs should be monitored per work type

Know your
Clients

Net Promoter
Score

1

Top tips
Survey retainer and repeat volume clients at least annually
Survey other clients after every transaction
Use an online survey to collect the data

What

Automate the process to make it repeatable and scaleable

Widely used metric for measuring
customer experience, grouping
respondents as Promoters, Passives
and Detractors

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Net Promoter
Survey

Number of
Client Referrals

2

Top tips
There is no clearer message that a client values your service,
than that client introducing you to another potential client
Create a culture of encouraging referrals
Make it a standard question on completion of every case

What

Volume and value of new business
introduced by existing clients

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Calculated from
PCMS data

Use measurement and reporting to monitor results and
compare across teams and individuals

Repeat
Instructions %

3

Top tips
Repeat business from an existing client is usually many times
more cost-effective to acquire than a new client
Existing clients are less likely to want to negotiate on price
Focussing on repeat business, also drives quality of service
delivery

What

Percentage of new instructions
that are repeat business
from existing clients

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Calculated from
PCMS data

Carefully define an existing client - it is not necassarily
someone you last worked for over 3 years ago

Client
Profitability

4

Top tips
Calculate a measure of matter profitability using time
recording data and the cost of time of fee earners involved
Include non-chargeable time spent working for that client
Consider including cost of acquisition

What

Aggregate all matters worked on for each client

For any business client, the aggregate
gross profit per transaction of all work
done for that client

Timebox the data - Financial Years, Rolling 12months based
on final bill date
Don’t obsess about the minute details of accurately
calculating absolute profit per matter
Focus on relative comparisons between clients
See Gross Profit per Transaction details below

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Calculated from
PCMS data

Value of Target
Sector

5

Top tips
Use this KPI to align action with a specific business objective
Clearly define target markets
Record the data in your PCMS - Use extended data if standard
fields are not available

What

Billing and New Business value for any
target market segment (eg geographic
area, demographic, business type)

Analyse By

Source of data

Firm / Segment

Calculated from
PCMS data

Measure your New
Business Success

Number of
Enquiries

6

Top tips
Record all enquiries in one central system - use either your
PCMS or separate CRM software
Consider centralising enquiry handling to ensure consistency
of response, and quality of data recorded

What

Number and estimated value of new
business enquiries in given period

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Calculated from
CRM data

Ensure all estimates/quotes given are recorded as reportable
data, and not just embedded in a document

Conversion
Rate %

7

Top tips
Track conversions of enquiries to new matters
Ensure enquiries that do not progress are closed in a timely
manner to produce accurate data
Where possible, record reasons for loss to aid further analysis

What

Use loss data to drive continuous improvement

Percentage of new business
enquiries that become instructions

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Calculated from
CRM Data

Cost per
Enquiry - CPE

8

Top tips
Keep a detailed breakdown of marketing expenditure
Allocate to departments and teams where appropriate
Use the PCMS nominal ledger rather than a separate
spreadsheet to simplify reporting

What

In a given
period, CPE

=

Total cost of
acquiring new business
Number of new enquiries

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Calculated by
combining CRM
and PCMS data

Cost per
Acquisition - CPA

9

Top tips
Keep a detailed breakdown of marketing expenditure
Allocate to departments and teams where appropriate
Use the PCMS nominal ledger rather than a separate
spreadsheet to simplify reporting

What

In a given
period, CPA

=

Total cost of acquiring
new business
Number of instructions

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Calculated by
combining CRM
and PCMS data

Income per
Lead Source

10

Top tips
Track lead sources in your PCMS for all new instructions
Exposing this data in regular reports (to team leaders) is the
best way to improve the quality of this data

What

Total billing on matters per lead
source in a given period

Analyse By

Source of data

Firm / Lead
Source

Calculated from
PCMS data

Gross Profitability
per Lead Source

11

Top tips
Track lead sources in your PCMS for all new instructions
Exposing this data in regular reports (to teamleaders) is the
best way to improve the quality of this data
See Gross profit per transaction details below

What

Gross profit per transaction
aggregated for each lead source

Analyse By

Source of data

Firm / Lead
Source

Calculated from
PCMS data

Know your Numbers

Average Cost
per Transaction

12

Top tips
Best used for volume work of repeatable transactions
Average costs per work type gives a baseline for pricing
decisions
This KPI can be used to compare individual fee earners

What

The average cost of time spent to
complete matters

Analyse By

Source of data

Work type

Calculated from
PCMS data

As with all measures based on cost of time, to provide
meaningful results fee earner utilisation needs to be at
expected levels, otherwise costs are distorted by underreported time

13

Average Gross
Profit per Transaction

Top tips
Best used for volume work of repeatable transactions
Average gross profit per work type provides insight into which
worktypes are desirable (at current pricing) and which aren’t
This KPI can also be used to compare individual fee earners

What
Total billing - Total cost of delivery
Number of transactions

Analyse By

Source of data

Work type

Calculated from
PCMS data

As with all measures based on cost of time, to provide
meaningful results fee earner utilisation needs to be at
expected levels, otherwise costs are distorted by underreported time

Gross Margin
%

14

Top tips
Use gross margin to provide simple comparisons between
teams
Avoids debate over apportionment of overheads
Focusses on contribution of teams to the firm as a whole

What
Total billing - Total salary costs
Total billing

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Calculated from
PCMS data

Net Cash
Impact

15

Top tips
Use to focus teams and individuals on the difference between
billing and cash

What

Helps to foster a cash is king mentality

Calculated as:
Total billing
- Unpaid bills
- VAT on unpaid bills
- Disbursements paid but not received
- Disbursements written off
- Total cost of employment
- Marketing spend
- Practising certificates, training etc

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Calculated from
PCMS data

Identifies where in the firm true value is being generated

16

Number of Cases
with Financial Risk

Top tips
Use exception reporting to drive action
Use KPIs to focus on the exceptions not on lists of data

What

Find ways to communicate effectively with individuals
responsible

Examples:

Email is often the least effective way to do this

Quote or Estimate not provided
Quote or Estimate value exceeded
Working for client with unpaid bills

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Determined from
PCMS data

Understand your
Processes

First Call
Response

17

Top tips
A useful measure of the first impression potential clients have
of your firm
It is difficult to record data if enquiry handling is not centralised
Some form of CRM system is generally required to capture
this data

What

Elapsed time from initial contact
with prospect to conversation with
appropriate advisor

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

CRM System

18

Time Between
Milestones

Top tips
Identify bottlenecks in your workflow
Some form of case management or workflow application is
required
Key milestones should be viewed from the client’s
perspective - points at which they see tangible progress

What

Elapsed Time between key
milestones

Analyse By

Source of data

Work type

Calculated from
PCMS data

SLA
Achievement

19

Top tips
SLA = Service Level Agreement
Can be applied to worktypes irrespective of whether third
parties have imposed SLAs
Create and monitor your own internal SLAs for key processes

What

Percentage of cases completed
within timescales agreed
(with client or internally)

Analyse By

Source of data

Work type

Calculated from
PCMS data

Complaints

20

Top tips
Recording complaints in your PCMS enables reporting of data
Complaints per team per month/quarter/year provide clear
trends on service delivery quality

What

Number of complaints received

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Complaint
handling system

21

Number of Cases
with Process Risk

Top tips
Use exception reporting to drive action
Use KPIs to focus on the exceptions not on lists of data

What

Find ways to communicate effectively with individuals
responsible

Examples:

Email is often the least effective way to do this

Undertakings not discharged
AML issues
Inactive matters
Residual balances

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Determined from
PCMS data

Get the most from
your people

Employee
Advocacy score

22

Top tips
Also known as Employee Net Promoter score
Calculated as per client Net Promoter
Collect data from Employee Engagement surveys

What

Consider benchmarking against other organisations

How likely are your employees
to recommend you as a
company to work for?

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Employee
satisfaction
Survey

23

Employee
Referrals

Top tips
Capture data as part of lead source recording
Provides another measure of the engagment of employees
Consider separating out referrals to other teams as a higher
value measure of firm-wide culture

What

The number of new clients
introduced by employees

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

Source of business
in Practice/Case
Management system

360 Feedback
Score

24

Top tips
Use to boost self-awareness of leaders and managers
Consider using external experts to facilitate and debrief
Can act as an early warning system for team morale

What

Provides a basis for future development

How employees rate each other as well as themselves

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

360 degree
performance
review

Employee
Turnover

25

Top tips
Measure on a rolling 12 month basis
Analyse by team
Focus on trends

What

The percentage of employees that
leave each year

Analyse By

Source of data

Team

HR or payroll
system

About Katchr
Katchr specialises in law firm management information and
business intelligence.
The Katchr solution is performance management and business
analytics dashboard software and is currently used to support and
drive change in over 75 UK law firms. Katchr has been developed
with and for UK-based law firms and integrates with all major
Practice Management Software. It ensures that the data firms have
locked away is turned into actionable information for every member
of the team at the touch of a button.

Schedule a demo

www.katchr.com
03333 010 766
hello@katchr.com

